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1 Introduction

This guide walks you through the basics of setting up a streaming data project in Guavus
SQLstream. You can think of most projects as pipelines, because they involve inputting data
at one end, modifying or analyzing it in the middle, and outputting data at the other end.

The guide features three basic tutorials, as well as a more in-depth discussion of pipelines.

Tutorial Purpose

Tutorial 1:
Introduction to
StreamLab

Walks you through setting up a data source, performing a simple analytic,
and creating a visualization using StreamLab, Guavus SQLstream's
graphical tool for generating streaming SQL.

Tutorial 2:
Introduction to
Coding with
Streaming SQL

Walks you through hand-coding a data source, performing a simple
analytic, and creating a visualization.

Tutorial 2A:
Creating a
Stream and View
in SQLstream s-
Studio

Walks you through creating a stream and view in s-Studio, Guavus
SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment.

Tutorial 2B:
Coding Streaming
SQL in
SQLstream
sqlLine

Walks you through creating a stream and view by hand-coding SQL and
executing it through a console tool called sqlline.

Tutorial 3: Using a
Pump

Introduces you to using pumps, which are objects that move data through
s-Server.

Advanced topics discussed in this guide are as follows:
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Advanced Topic Description

Introduction to
Pipelines

Explains pipelines in more depth, including branched pipelines.

Stream
Computing
Architecture
(SCA) Approach
to Organizing
SQL

Introduces Stream Computing Architecture.

Troubleshooting
Streaming SQL

Offers troubleshooting steps for pipelines.

Best Practices for
Coding Streaming
SQL

Provides best practices for organizing, annotating, and structuring SQL.

2 Tutorial 1: Introduction to StreamLab

This tutorial walks you through using Guavus SQLstream's SQL-generating, browser-based
graphical tool, StreamLab.

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates
streaming SQL. StreamLab lets you set up projects where you can parse incoming streaming
data, generate real time analytics for it, visualize it, so that you can take action on it. You can
gather streaming data from log files, sensors, message buses, network feeds, applications,
databases, and other sources. StreamLab does not require any knowledge of SQL
programming to use it. But if you do know SQL, you can use StreamLab to generate blocks of
SQL, and then modify these in another application.

The tutorial uses a set of data from buses in Sydney, Australia. Each bus sends out a row of
data to a server, which continually writes this data to a text file known as a log file. Log files
are used by most servers to output activity information for the server.

In this tutorial, you do the following:

1. Use StreamLab to access a log file and integrate its data.

2. Format this data for processing.

3. Perform a simple analytic on this data.

4. Create a visual representation of this data on a map using a dashboard.

5. Share the dashboard with other users.

http://localhost:1313/glossary/log-file/
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6. Let's begin by connecting to the log file and testing access to it.

Connect to a Log File

To begin working with data in StreamLab, the first thing you need to do is to connect to a
streaming data source. The kind of data source will depend on your system's needs, but
might include log files, network feeds, Kafka topics, and so on.

Stream Processing Task

In the following exercise, we will capture data from a streaming log file and use this data to
identify buses that exceed the speed limit in the Sydney area. Because this data is streaming,
speeders will be identified in real time. We will derive this data by connecting to a simulated
streaming log file located on your local machine. In this case, the log file records messages
sent out by buses in Sydney, Australia.

To begin, you need to start StreamLab and webAgent. If you are running Guavus SQLstream
in a Docker container or other virtual machine, you can do so from the Guavus SQLstream
Cover Page. If you are running Guavus SQLstream on Linux on a regular install, you can start
both StreamLab and the streaming data source manually.

1. Go to http://localhost and click the On/Off switch to the right of webAgent is not Running to
start webAgent.

2. Next, click the On/Off switch to the right of StreamLab is not Running to start webAgent.

3. To start the sample streaming data source. On the cover page, scroll down to Sydney
Buses is Running and click the On/Off switch to start streaming data. Data streams
to /tmp/buses.log.

This file features data in the following categories:

http://localhost:1313/glossary/log-file/
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-1-using-streamlab/#starting-streamlab-and-the-buses-demo-without-the-guavus-sqlstream-cover-page
http://localhost
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Column Type Definition

id DOUBLE
Identification number for the
bus.

reported_at TIMESTAMP Time location was reported.

shift_no DOUBLE
Shift number for the bus's
driver.

trip_no VARCHAR(4096) Trip number for the bus.

route_variant_id VARCHAR(4096) ID number for bus route.

waypoint_id VARCHAR(4096) ID number for bus waypoint.

last_known_location_state VARCHAR(4096) Location state.

lat VARCHAR(4096)
Latitude of location. For XML
sample data, included under
the <gps> tag.

lon VARCHAR(4096)
Longitude of location. For XML
sample data, included under
the <gps> tag.

speed DOUBLE Reported speed of bus.

bearing VARCHAR(4096)
Navigational bearing for bus.
For XML sample data,
included under the <gps> tag.

driver_no DOUBLE
Driver identification for
number.

prescribed VARCHAR(4096)
The direction on the motorway
(into Sydney or out of
Sydney).

highway DOUBLE Highway number

created_at TIMESTAMP
Timestamp for when this bus
started reporting locations.

updated_at
TIMESTAMP Timestamp for
when this bus.

You will use StreamLab to capture information from this file.
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Launch StreamLab by entering localhost:5590 in your browser. We recommend Chrome on
Windows, Safari on Mac, and Chromium on Linux.

If you're running in a virtual machine, use the browser in your host OS for the best
performance.

Creating a New Project in StreamLab

1. After StreamLab loads, click Projects in the top menu. The StreamLab menu lets you
switch between StreamLab projects and dashboards. It is available in the upper right
corner of StreamLab.

 

2. Enter "buses" for the name of the project and click Create to create the new project.

3. Click Start. A help page opens. Click Show this help page so that this page won't be
shown again.

4. Dismiss the help page.

5. Click Sources. StreamLab sources are external streams (files, Kafka topics, network
sockets, AMQP messsage buses, and so on), external tables (RDBMS sources), s-Server
streams, and public data. They capture data from sensors, message buses, network
feeds, applications, databases, and other sources. You can parse local log files--files
reachable from s-Server--through StreamLab. See StreamLab sources for more details.

6. With your mouse, click and drag External Stream to the right to drop it in the dotted box.

7. Click the source you just added to configure it.

http://localhost:1313/streamlab/sources/
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8. Enter:

o Directory: /tmp

o Filename Pattern: buses.log. The filename pattern is a regular expression that can
match multiple files. Here you want "buses.log" exactly. In Java regular expressions, a
period--"."--means "all characters." As a result, you need to preface the period with a
backslash, which tells StreamLab that you mean a period.

9. Click Discover Format and click Start in the window that opens. Discover Format should
return XML as format.

10.Click Accept Format. StreamLab automatically configures the source:
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11.Test this configuration using the Sample 5 Rows from Source button. StreamLab reads 5
rows from the source and stops. If no data arrives, check that you are still running the
Stream Bus Data script and that you have entered the parameters correctly and try
Sample 5 again.

12.Click the Up Arrow to exit the source, and up again to exit the Sources page.

Format Data in StreamLab

With most real world data, you will need to do some formatting before you can work with it.
Usually, this comes down to two things: changing the names of columns so that they are
meaningful, and changing the data types for the columns.

Data Types

Like databases, s-Server stores columns with a type. The data type lets s-Server understand
how SQL will interact with the column's data. For example, you cannot perform numerical
calculations on columns with a text data type.

 Working with StreamLab Pipeline Guides

You can use StreamLab Pipeline Guides to format the data.

Pipeline Guides are collections of commands, suggestions, and scripts that let you CREATE
VIEWs on data sources. These views are composed of SQL. You use the Guide interface to
generate this SQL. Begin by adding a new guide to StreamLab.

1. Click Pipeline Guides.

2. With your mouse, click and drag Pipeline, then drop it in the dotted box.

3. Click the new Pipeline to open it.

4. Under Select One of the Sources as Input, click StreamLab_Output_buses.data_1. (This
is the source that you created in the previous section.)
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Using the Guide Interface

Guides are stored as collections of views in s-Server. VIEWs are reusable queries on a
stream or table--in this case, on the stream called StreamLab_Output.line1.

If you want, you can type in a more meaningful prefix to be used in naming these views. You
have now added the log file as a streaming source for the guide.

Using the Guide Interface

As you make changes, changes appear in the Script. As you add items to the Script, the
streaming database in s-Server is modified.* You can always undo script changes.

StreamLab suggests changes that you might make to the data. As data comes into
StreamLab, a piece of software called the Scrutinizer examines the data, looking for possible
commands to apply to the data. For example, it might notice that the file contains regular
commas, and suggest splitting the file into columns at every comma.
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The table in the middle, the output view, shows the stream resulting from the steps in the
script, the output of this Guide.

Promoting Last Reported to Rowtime

StreamLab, and s-Server, depend on a special column called rowtime to deliver accurately
timed data. Often, as a developer, you will want to take a column from the existing data with a
timestamp and "promote" it to rowtime.

Here, you want to get the timestamp from the _reportedat field.

To do so:

1. Click the reported_at column to select it.

2. Under Suggestions, you should see Convert reported_at to a timestamp using yyy-MM-
dd'T':mm:ss.SSS and make it the new ROWTIME column. Click the + to the right of this
Suggestion to add it to the script.

Note that the reported_at column has disappeared and that the ROWTIME column now lists
timestamps beginning with 2014.
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You are now working with the times at which the bus data was originally recorded, instead of
the time it was written to the /tmp/buses.log file.

Parsing JSON in the GPS Column

The gps column is currently in unparsed JSON. You can parse the JSON using the Parse
JSON command.

To do so:

1. Click the gps column to select it.

2. Under Suggestions, you should see Parse the JSON in gps extracting the properties
lat,lon,bearing into columns with the prefix gps.

3. Click gps. In the window that opens, delete the gps text and click the check mark.

4. Click the + to the right of this Suggestion to add it to the script.

The Output View should now display lat, lon, and bearing as distinct columns.

Casting Lat and Lon as DOUBLE

In the next step, you will change the data type of the Speed column, so that StreamLab can
analyze it as a number. (Remember, you cannot perform numerical calculations on columns
with a text data type.)

Note that the lat and lon columns are outlined in green. This means that StreamLab thinks
they are numbers.

In this case we only want to cast one column, so we'll do it by hand.

1. Click Cast.

2. Select the lat and lon columns.

3. Select the type DOUBLE.

4. Click Add.

 Viewing Generated SQL

As you have been applying commands, StreamLab has been generating SQL.

SQL stands for Structured Query Language and has been a standard since 1986.
SQLstream uses a slight variant of SQL called streaming SQL.

For all projects, you can view the SQL generated by the project, as well as the SQL for
individual pages.

To do so, click the Goals and Scripts button in the upper right corner of StreamLab.
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. Note that StreamLab has created a series of views that make up the Guide.

 At this point, you have formatted your imported data, and you are ready to perform a
calculation on it.

Perform A Basic Calculation on Data

Now that you have formatted the imported data, you are ready to perform a calculation on the
data. A calculation can be as simple as multiplying the value of a column by two, or pretty
much as complex as you need.

Using StreamLab Analytics

Click on the Analytics tab at the top of ScreenLab. Note the group of commands listed:

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/sl_guide_goals_script_button.png
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Analytics let you apply a number of different analytics to the Output view in StreamLab. Some
of these produce new columns, and others change selected columns themselves.

Analytic Description

Aggregate This command lets you aggregate a column, including COUNT, SUM, and AVERAGE.

Bollinger
Bands

This command lets you create a new column that is a running average of another column over a
given window of time. You can also add Bollinger bands to this running average. Bollinger Bands
are a volatility indicator, typically used for stock prices.

Calculate
This command lets you perform an arithmetical calculation on a column, such as adding 2000 to
the column or dividing the column in 2. Selected columns must have numerical values, such as
DOUBLE.

Categorize
This command lets you take a continuous value, such as a bus speed, and replace it with strings
such as "fast", "medium", or "slow" by applying conditions to the column.

Distinct The Distinct operation lets you eliminate rows with duplicate columns over a specified timeframe.

Geo-
Locate IP

This command lets you determine the latitude and longitude associated with IP addresses
worldwide.

GroupRank
This command lets you group rows by the values in one column (group by) and then rank the
rows within that group according to another column (rank by) across a window defined by you.

Join
Join lets you combine data in the current pipeline guide with data from another stream or table.
They allow you to enrich data in the current view with data from another source, as long as that
source shares a column with the source for the current guide.

Time Sort
This command uses a sliding time-based window of incoming rows to reorder those rows by the
selected column or by ROWTIME in order to address time synchronization problems with data.

New
Column

The New Column analytic lets you add a new column based on a custom SQL expression.

Here, we're going to apply a simple calculation to the speed column that identifies buses
going faster than 45 kilometers an hour.

To do so, you use an analytic called Categorize.

1. Click the Categorize tab.

2. Now, scroll right and select the speed column

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/streamlab-analytic-commands.png
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3. Enter normal for the default category and speeding for the next category. With the
speeding category, select is greater than or equal to, then enter 45. This tells StreamLab
"divide the column speeders into two categories: normal for everything not greater than 45,
and speeding for everything greater than 45."

4. After entering information for the category, click the + button in the Suggestions window to
add the category to the Script.

 

When it refreshes, scroll right to see that the speed column now lists "speeding" and "normal"
instead of numerical speeds. You are now ready to display the formatted and analyzed data in
a dashboard.

Launch a Dashboard

Now that you've formatted and applied a calculation to your data, the next step is to create a
dashboard to display your data.

A dashboard is a graphical display of data. You create these by assigning them parameters,
launching them from StreamLab, and then changing preferences for the dashboard.

Using the speed column that you categorized in the previous section, you can create a
dashboard with a map that shows speeding buses as red and non-speeding buses as green.

To do so:

1. Click Custom Dashboards
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2. Click Map and Table This dashboard requires three columns: the latitude and longitude for
each event and a value to be shown at that location.

3. You can leave map type at its default. Select the lat column for latitude and the lon column
for longitude.

4. After entering information for the dashboard, click the + button in the Suggestions window
to add the category to the Script.

5. Click the View Dashboard icon in the Script (it looks like an eye) to launch the dashboard.
(You can always launch dashboards from the Script for any particular step in the Script.)

Customizing the Dashboard

A dashboard appears, with two panels created. The same stream is open in both panels, the
top panel shows it as a table while the bottom shows StreamLab's World Events map.

1. Click the SQLstream logo in the upper right corner of the map panel.

2. In the menu that opens, choose Select Panel.

3. Select Geographical and 3-D Streams > Pan & Zoom Map and click Select.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/configure-map-table.png
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4. Now, you can change preferences for the panel itself.

5. Click the SQLstream logo in the upper right corner of the map panel and choose Input
Preferences.

6. Enter speed for Key Column.

7. Click the SQLstream logo in the upper right corner of the map panel and choose Panel
Preferences.

8. Enter 20 for Diameter Formula and unselect Cluster Events.

9. Set the Event Label to: <%= id %>

10.Use the plus button to add two more entries in the Key Color Map.

11.Enter speeding and set the circle color to red.

12.Leave the second entry blank and set the color circle to green.

13.Click Update.
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14.To view markers, zoom into the east coast of Australia, and then the Sydney area.

15.Click the SQLstream logo in the upper right corner of the map panel and choose Save
Dashboard to save the dashboard. The dashboard can now be opened even if StreamLab
is not running.

16.Click the Copy Dashboard to Clipboard button. In the window that opens, copy the link.

 Launch the Dashboard in a Browser

Now that you have accessed the log file through StreamLab, formatted the data's columns,
and created a dashboard based on this data, you can share the dashboard with other users
with the URL you copied into the clipboard.

You can test the dashboard by opening a new browser and pasting the dashboard address
into the address bar.
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Starting StreamLab and the Buses Demo without the Guavus
SQLstream Cover Page

You first need to start the StreamLab server. If you've installed StreamLab with a regular
installation, there should be a folder on your desktop called StreamLab. Open this folder and
click the Start StreamLab Server icon:

Otherwise, enter

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/StreamLab/streamlab.sh

to launch StreamLab.

Now that the StreamLab server is running, open a terminal and enter the following:

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server/demo/data/buses/StreamXmlBusData.sh

Once you hit enter, an information window opens.

Keep this window open for the remainder of the exercise. As long as this window is open,
sample data from buses in the Sydney area is flowing into a file located at /tmp/buses.log at
50 rows per second. This simulates a log file being continually updated. We're going to
convert this log file into a stream.
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Return to Use StreamLab to access a log file and integrate its data

3 Tutorial 2: Introduction to Coding with Streaming SQL

In the last tutorial, we used StreamLab to connect with a data source, perform a simple
analytic on the data, and visualize the data. As it worked, StreamLab was generating SQL.
SQL is a query language that has been used for decades to query databases. SQLstream
uses a version of SQL extended for streaming data.

Common tasks in SQL include creating streams and tables, inputting data into streams and
tables, querying these streams and tables, moving data between objects, performing analysis
on this data, and outputting data into a sink, or destination outside of s-Server.

This tutorial instructs you how to complete these tasks in SQL, first by using SQLstream's
Integrated Development Environment, s-Studio, and second by writing SQL by hand and
executing it using SQLline, a console utility for executing SQL.

· Tutorial 2A: Coding in SQLstream s-Studio

· Tutorial 2B: Coding in SQLstream SQLline

After you complete these steps, you can use s-Dashboard to Show Streaming Data in
Dashboard.

Tutorial 2A: Creating a Stream and View in SQLstream s-Studio

SQLstream s-Studio is SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment. It lets you
develop, test, run, and administer streaming SQL applications.

To launch s-Studio, open a terminal and enter the following text:

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Studio/s-Studio

The s-Studio workplace opens.

Before you can begin working with data in s-Studio, you first need to connect to s-Server.

If you have installed s-Server and s-Studio as part of the same package, a connection to s-
Server has been already set up.

To connect to this instance, right-click on First SQLstream Server and choose Connect.

http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#using-sdashboard-to-show-streaming-data-in-a-dashboard
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#using-sdashboard-to-show-streaming-data-in-a-dashboard
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Resetting the s-Studio Workplace

If s-Studio becomes unresponsive, you may need to reset the s-Studio workplace. You can
do so by opening a terminal and issuing the following command:

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Studio/resetStudio

You will not lose any of your work, because all of your changes should be saved in s-Server
itself.

Creating a View on the Foreign Stream

In the following exercise, we will capture data from a streaming log file and use this data to
identify buses that exceed the speed limit in the Sydney area. Because this data is streaming,
speeders will be identified in real time. We will derive this data by connecting to a simulated
streaming log file located on your local machine. In this case, the log file records messages
sent out by buses in Sydney, Australia.

To begin, you need to start StreamLab and webAgent. If you are running Guavus SQLstream
in a Docker container or other virtual machine, you can do so from the Guavus SQLstream
Cover Page.

To start the sample streaming data source. On the cover page, scroll down to Sydney Buses
is Running and click the On/Off switch to start streaming data. Data streams
to /tmp/buses.log.

This file features data in the following categories:

http://localhost:1313/glossary/log-file/
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Column Type Definition

id DOUBLE Identification number for the bus.

reported_at TIMESTAMP Time location was reported.

shift_no DOUBLE Shift number for the bus's driver.

driver_no DOUBLE Driver identification for number.

prescribed VARCHAR(4096)
The direction on the motorway (into
Sydney or out of Sydney).

highway DOUBLE Highway number

gps VARCHAR
GPS information with latitude,
longitude, and bearing in JSON
format.

If you are running s-Server on a local machine, you can start the script, by opening a terminal
and entering the following:

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server/demo/data/buses/StreamXmlBusData.sh

Create a Foreign Stream to Connect with a Log File

In s-Server, you define foreign streams to connect with external data sources or sinks. A
foreign stream serves as an interface between s-Server and external data. For each foreign
stream, you define both connection information for the data source or sink, as well as
(usually) columns to be read from the source or written to the sink. Each foreign stream
requires a server. s-Server includes predefined servers for all data sources/sinks.

To create the foreign stream in s-Studio:

1. Open s-Studio by entering

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Studio/s-Studio

S-Studio should open.

2. Right-click First SQLstream Server and select Connect.

All foreign streams need to be defined in schemas. Schemas are "containers" for
foreign streams, internal streams, tables, pumps, and so on. Here, we're going to
create a new schema as a container for our foreign stream. Right-click Schemas and
select New.

3. In the dialog box that opens, enter Buses_Schema for the data source's name.
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4. Click on Buses_Schema to expand it.

5. Right-click Foreign Streams and select New.

6. In the dialog box that opens, enter Buses for the data source's name.

A tab opens called Buses (Foreign Stream).

7. Click the Definition tab.

8. To the right of Server, select FILE_SERVER from the dropdown menu.

9. Under Columms, click Add and add the following columns:

Column Type

id BIGINT

reported_at VARCHAR(32)

speed INTEGER

driver_no BIGINT

prescribed BOOLEAN

gps VARCHAR(128)

highway VARCHAR(8)

Next, we need to set options for the foreign stream. Options tell s-Server where and how to
read the external data source. In this case, we will be drawing on two sets of options:

Under OPTIONS, click Add and add the following options:

name Value Explanation

CHARACTER_ENCODING UTF-8 Character set for data

DIRECTORY /tmp
Tells s-Server where the file
resides.

FILENAME_PATTERN buses\.log
Tells s-Server what to look for in the
directory in which the file resides.

PARSER XML
Tells s-Server "parse this data as
XML"

We need to add two additional options to tell s-Studio how to read the XML data in the
streaming source. This data looks as follows:

<Table1><id>50116195532</id><reported_at>2014-07-

23T20:51:58.547</reported_at><speed>0</speed><driver_no>160019</driver_no><prescribed>

false</prescribed><highway/><gps>{ "lat": -33.530784606933594, "lon":

150.87783813476562, "bearing": "bearing": 0}</gps></Table1>
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The top-level XML tag that we want to parse is called Table1. You indicate the top-level XML
tag with an option called PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS.

Enter the following additional options:

name Value Explanation

PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS /Table1
Tells s-Server "parse XML tags
under /Table1"

PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIBUTES false
Tells s-Server "ignore XML tag
attributes"

Note that the Buses (Foreign Stream) tab has an asterisk next to it. This indicates that the
data source has not been saved. Choose File > Save (or Ctrl-S) to save the foreign stream.

Viewing SQL Generated by s-Studio

You can view the SQL you have created by clicking the SQL tab.

You should see SQL along the following lines:

(

   "id" BIGINT,

   "reported_at" VARCHAR(32),

   "speed" INTEGER,

   "driver_no" BIGINT,

   "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

   "gps" VARCHAR(128),

   "highway" VARCHAR(8)

)

SERVER FILE_SERVER

OPTIONS (

  CHARACTER_ENCODING 'UTF-8',

  DIRECTORY '/tmp',

  FILENAME_PATTERN 'buses\.log',

  PARSER 'XML',

  PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS '/Table1',

  PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIBUTES 'false'

)

DESCRIPTION 'reads streaming data from buses.log'R 'XML'

)

Testing the Foreign Stream

Now that you have configured the foreign stream in s-Server, let's test the foreign stream to
make sure data is streaming.

To do so:
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1. Right-click the Buses foreign stream under Foreign Streams and select New Query.
The Query Editor opens.

2. Enter SELECT STREAM * FROM "buses" in the Query Editor.

3. Click the Execute button at the top of the Query Editor.

Data should flow in the lower part of the Query Editor.

Creating a View on the Foreign Stream

Now that we've created a foreign stream, we want to perform a basic calculation on this
stream. To do so, well create a new object called a view.

Views are reusable definitions of queries. Every view contains a SELECT statement. Views,
then, work as proxies for streams. Views provide a flexible, easy-to-modify way to work with
streaming data. You can query views themselves, and a query on a view automatically
retrieves data from the stream or streams queried by the view. As an s-Server developer, you
will do much of the work of cleaning, analyzing, and routing data through views.

Because you can create views linked to one another with SELECT statements, you can use
views to create pipelines, which are linked SQL objects that perform some analytic task. If
you have used StreamLab, and viewed the SQL generated by pipeline guides, you may have
noticed that pipeline guides consist mostly of interlinked views. It's also the case that multiple
views can query the same stream or view. This allows you to fork pipelines.

While views contain queries, data will not flow in s-Server until you run an active SELECT on
either the view itself or on a view that SELECTs this view downstream in the pipeline.

Views take the general form CREATE VIEW AS <SELECT STATEMENT>.

The SQL statement below, for example, does a simple filtering of the "buses" stream that we
created above, selecting only the columns "id" and "speed".

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Buses_Schema"."View" AS

--the SELECT statement below defines the view.

    SELECT STREAM "id","speed"

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses" AS "input";
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When you use views, you can take advantage of all the power of a SELECT statement. So,
for example, if you want to select only rows that have speeds greater than 0, you can use the
WHERE clause.

The WHERE clause extracts records that meet a specified condition. The condition can be a
numeric or string comparison, as in the following examples

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Employee='Bob';

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Customer_Type=1;

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Customer_Type<1;

Operators for WHERE Clause (Click to Expand)

Here, we'll apply the WHERE clause to the "speeders" column, in order to limit results to
those buses going faster than 0 km/hour.

1. Click on Buses_Schema to expand it.

2. Right-click Views and select New.

3. In the dialog box that opens, enter moving_buses for the name of the view.

4. Click OK. A tab opens reading speeders (View). If it is not already open, click the SQL tab
at the bottom of the speeders (View) tab.

5. In the SQL window, complete the statement by entering the following text:

SELECT STREAM * FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses" where "speed" > 0

This tells s-Server, "get me all of the columns in a stream called buses in a schema called
Buses_Schema where the column speed is greater than 0."

6. Click the Definition tab. Note that all columns for the Buses stream appear here, and that
buses_stream appears as a dependency for the view. Dependencies refer to objects
referenced by the view.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/sbur_studio_new_view.png
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-studio-moving-buses-view.png
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7. Note that the moving_buses(View) tab has an asterisk next to it. This indicates that the
view has not been saved. Choose File > Save (or Ctrl-S) to save the view.

Write a SELECT on the VIEW and See Data Flowing

You can query any objects that contain data directly from s-Studio. Here, we will run a query
on the view we just created.

1. Right-click the moving_buses view and choose New Query. 

2. In the window that opens, enter the following text: SELECT STREAM * from
"moving_buses"

3. Click the green arrow at the top of the tab to execute the query. Observe that data starts
flowing in the bottom of the tab. If you scroll over to the speeders column, you will see that
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only rows with speeds above 0 appear.

Promoting reported_at to ROWTIME

s-Server depends on a special column called rowtime to deliver accurately timed data. Often,
as a developer, you will want to take a column from the existing data with a timestamp and
"promote" it to rowtime.

Here, you want to get the timestamp from the _reportedat field by creating a view that selects
reported_at as ROWTIME.

To do so:

1. In s-Studio, right-click on the Views folder under Buses_Schema and select New View.

2. In the dialog box that opens, enter buses_rowtime_promoted for the name of the view.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/sbur_studio_view_query_results.png
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/sbur_studio_new_view.png
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3. Click OK. A tab opens reading speeders (View). If it is not already open, click the SQL tab
at the bottom of the speeders (View) tab.

4. In the SQL window, complete the statement by entering the following text:

    SELECT STREAM

    --casts "reported_at" as TIMESTAMP, promotes "reported_at" as ROWTIME

    CAST("reported_at" AS TIMESTAMP) AS ROWTIME,

    --other columns for view

    "id","speed","driver_no","prescribed","gps","highway"

    --this is the view we created in the previous step

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."moving_buses"

 Testing ROWTIME

You can test that reported_at has been promoted to ROWTIME by running a query on the
new view. To do so:

1. Right-click the Buses foreign stream under Foreign Streams and select New Query. The
Query Editor opens.

2. Enter the following in the Query Editor: SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, * from
"buses_rowtime_promoted"

3. Click the Execute button at the top of the Query Editor.

You should see data flowing in the lower window, with ROWTIMES that begin with 2014 on
the lefthand side.
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Creating a View with an Average

You can also use views with windows. By including a WINDOW clause in a SELECT query,
you can specify that the query applies to rows in a stream partitioned by the time range
interval or a number of rows. This allows you to perform calculations for each output row,
such as AVG or MAX. Calculations are performed over the window you specify, such as "1
MINUTE" or "20 ROWS".

In a conventional database, you would not need a window to perform such calculations,
because the query would know what rows are available in advance. But because of the nature
of streaming data, you have to identify a subset of rows in the stream on which to perform
calculations.

Here, we'll create a view that averages bus speed over 1 minute.

SELECT STREAM AVG("speed") OVER "aWindow" AS "avg_speed",*

    --note that we use the view that we defined above

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_rowtime_promoted"

    --uses a WHERE clause to filter out buses that are not moving

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-studio-promoted-rowtime-test.png
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    WHERE "speed">0

    WINDOW "aWindow" AS (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING)

When you query this view:

select stream * from "avg_buses_speed"

you should see a column called avg_speed that contains the average speed of buses over
the past minute.

Using the Parser UDX to Parse JSON out of a Column

When you viewed data flowing, you have probably noticed that the column gps contains
unparsed JSON. While you can often parse data as it enters s-Server, there are times when
you may need to parse data within a stream. This is known as mid-stream parsing.

In order to proceed, we need to parse this data. We can do so using the Parser UDX. The
Parser UDX lets you call one of s-Server's data parsers.

Create a Function to Parse JSON

In order to parse JSON, we need to create a function that calls one of s-Server's predefined
user-defined transforms or UDXs. A user-defined transform returns a set of rows or a stream
of rows. Its input arguments can be scalars or cursors. A cursor is an object representing a
subquery, which the user-defined transform can use to read the subquery results.

Here, we'll use the Parser UDX. The Parser UDX lets you apply one of s-Server's predefined
parsers to a column of data (in this case, the gps column in buses_rowtime_promoted).

To create a function that calls the Parser UDX:

http://localhost:1313/analyzing-data/transforming-data-in-s-server/parser-udx/
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/parsing-data
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/reading-data/parsing-data/
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/reading-data/parsing-data/
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1. In s-Studio, right-click on the User Defined Functions folder under Buses_Schema and
select New.

2. In the dialog box that opens, select FUNCTION(SQL).

3. In the dialog box that opens, enter json_parser for the name of the view.

4. Click OK. A tab opens reading json_parser (User Defined Function). If it is not already
open, click the SQL tab at the bottom of the speeders (View) tab.

5. In the SQL window, delete the existing text and complete the statement by entering the
following text:

(

  INPUT CURSOR,

  COLUMNNAME VARCHAR(256),

  PARSERCLASSNAME VARCHAR(256),

  OPTIONS CURSOR)

RETURNS TABLE (

   --INPUT is the original stream, entered as a cursor for the function

   INPUT.*,

   --these are the columns that you expect to see in the JSON

   "lat" VARCHAR(1024),

   "lon" VARCHAR(1024),

   "bearing" VARCHAR(1024)

)

SPECIFIC "json_parser"

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

NOT DETERMINISTIC

--this calls the Parser UDX

EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.ParserUdx.parseColumn'

Write a View to Read the Parsed JSON

Next, we write a view that calls the json_parser function that we just defined.

1. In s-Studio, right-click on the Views folder under Buses_Schema and select New View.
2. In the dialog box that opens, enter buses_json_parsed for the name of the view.

3. Click OK. A tab opens reading buses_json_parsed (View). If it is not already open, click the SQL tab

at the bottom of the speeders (View) tab.

4. In the SQL window, complete the statement by entering the following text:

SELECT STREAM "id","speed","driver_no","prescribed",

--these columns use the alias "JSON" to indicate that they are columns produced after

the SELECT statement runs

JSON."lat" AS "lat", JSON."lon" AS "lon", JSON."bearing" AS "bearing","highway"

    FROM STREAM (

    --this is the name of the function that we defined above

    "json_parser"(

    --this is the input for the function (known as INPUT in function definition).

    CURSOR

    --cursor selects the view that we created above

    (SELECT STREAM * FROM "buses_rowtime_promoted" AS "input"),

    --column from "buses_rowtime_promoted" to be parsed (known as COLUMN in function
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definition).

    'gps',

    --type for parser (known as PARSERCLASSNAME in function definition).

    'JSON',

    --these are options for the JSON parser (in function definition).

    CURSOR(SELECT * FROM (values '$') AS OPTIONS(ROW_PATH))

        ))

        AS JSON

Now, let's test our code by querying the buses_json_parsed view.

To do so:

1. Right-click the Buses foreign stream under Foreign Streams and select New Query. The Query Editor
opens.

2. Enter the following in the Query Editor: SELECT STREAM * from "buses_json_parsed"
3. Click the Execute button at the top of the Query Editor.

You should see data flowing in the lower window, with new columns called lat, lon, and
bearing.
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Cast Parsed Columns as DOUBLE

In the previous VIEW, we parsed the column gps into the new columns lat, lon, and bearing.
In order for s-Server to work with these columns, we need to tell s-Server their data types. In
this case, DOUBLE will work well. We can do so using another CAST operation.

To do so:

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-studio_query_parsed_json_flowing.png
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1. In s-Studio, right-click on the Views folder under Buses_Schema and select New View.

2. In the dialog box that opens, enter buses_cast_new_columns_integers for the name of the
view.

3. Click OK. A tab opens reading buses_cast_new_columns_integers (View). If it is not
already open, click the SQL tab at the bottom of the speeders (View) tab.

4. In the SQL window, complete the statement by entering the following text:

SELECT STREAM "id","speed","driver_no","prescribed", "bearing",

CAST("lat" AS DOUBLE) AS "lat",

CAST("lon" AS DOUBLE) AS "lon",

CAST("bearing" AS DOUBLE) AS "bearing"

FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_json_parsed"

Filter Out Zero Values for Lat and Lon

Next, we want to be sure that our values for lat and lon do not contain any values of 0. To do
so, we can create another view, along the following lines. Note that you can use the AND
keyword with the WHERE clause.

Create a view called buses_filtered_lat_lon and enter the following text into the SQL window:

SELECT STREAM * FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_cast_new_columns_integers" where "lat" > 0

AND "lon" > 0

Categorizing speed into Speeding and Normal

Next, we want to set up the column "speed" so that instead of listing numerical speeds, it
categorizes the column into "speeders" and "normal".

Create a view called speed_categorized and enter the following text into the SQL window:

SELECT STREAM "id",(CASE WHEN "speed" >= 45 THEN 'speeding' ELSE 'normal' END) AS "speed","driver_no","prescribed","lat","lon","bearing"

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_cast_new_columns_integers"

You can test this view by entering the following query:

select stream * from "speed_categorized"

Skip down to learn how to use s-Dashboard to show this data in a Dashboard.

Tutorial 2B: Coding Streaming SQL in SQLstream SQLline

SQLstream s-Server lets you query, analyze, and route streaming data by using SQL
(Structured Query Language), the same language that developers have been using to query
traditional databases for decades.

This tutorial describes the steps for setting up a log file source and analyzing it, by coding
blocks of SQL. You can execute SQL directly through a command-line program called
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SQLline. SQLline executes SQL code against SQLstream s-Server. A version of SQLline
ships with s-Server, and comes pre-configured to connect with s-Server.

The tutorial includes the following steps:

· Connecting to a Data Source
· Creating a Foreign Stream to Connect with a Log File
· Promoting a Column to Rowtime
· Creating a VIEW on the Foreign Stream that Performs a Basic Calculation
· Using s-Dashboard to show streaming data in dashboard.

Overview of Streaming SQL

The type of SQL that runs in s-Server is called streaming SQL. This SQL is based on the
SQL standard, with some modifications. s-Server' streaming SQL is described in the
SQLstream Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

SQLstream’s main enhancement to the SQL standard concerns the STREAM object. The
process of creating streams in streaming SQL is similar to the process of creating tables in a
database system like PostgreSQL or Oracle. Like database tables, streams have columns
with column types. Once you create a stream, you can query it with a SELECT statement, or
insert into it using an INSERT statement.

A block of SQL that creates a stream looks something like the following.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Buses_Schema";

SET SCHEMA '"Buses_Schema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "buses"

(

   "id" BIGINT,

   "reported_at" VARCHAR(32),

   "speed" INTEGER,

   "driver_no" BIGINT,

   "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

   "gps" VARCHAR(128),

   "highway" VARCHAR(8)

)

SERVER FILE_SERVER

OPTIONS (

  CHARACTER_ENCODING 'UTF-8',

  DIRECTORY '/tmp',

  FILENAME_PATTERN 'buses\.log',

  PARSER 'XML',

  PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS '/Table1',

  PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIBUTES 'false'

)

DESCRIPTION 'reads streaming data from buses.log'

;

Note that you declare types for each column. Data types determine what kind of data a
column can contain. For example, a VARCHAR() column contains a character string of
variable length, and a DOUBLE contains 64-bit floating point numbers.

http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#connecting-to-a-data-source
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#creating-a-foreign-stream-to-connect-with-a-log-file
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#promoting-a-column-to-rowtime
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#creating-a-view-on-the-foreign-stream
http://localhost:1313/building-applications/tutorial-2-handcoding-sql/#using-s-dashboard-to-show-streaming-data-in-a-dashboard
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/
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Opening SQLline

To begin, you'll need to open SQLline.

To start SQLline:

1. Open the desktop folder that installs with s-Server.

2. Double-click the SQLline icon.

A terminal window opens. You can enter SQL at the command prompt.

There are two main ways to run SQL in SQLline:

· By creating a SQL file and using the !run command. This command lets you access
SQL scripts on your computer.

· By directly typing SQL into the SQLline console.

In the following tutorial, you will type SQL directly into the SQLline console.

Starting the Buses Demonstration Script

In the following exercise, we will capture data from a streaming log file and use this data to
identify buses that exceed the speed limit. Because this data is streaming, speeders will be
identified in real time. We will derive this data by from a simulated streaming log file located on
your local machine. In this case, the log file records messages sent out by buses in Sydney,
Australia.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/sbur_sqlline_initial_launch.png
http://localhost:1313/glossary/log-file/
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To start the sample streaming data source from an installation running the Guavus
SQLstream Cover Page, such as a Docker container. On the cover page, scroll down to
Sydney Buses is Running and click the On/Off switch to start streaming data. Data streams
to /tmp/buses.log in XML format.

This file features data in the following categories:

Column Type Definition

id DOUBLE
Identification number for the
bus.

reported_at TIMESTAMP Time location was reported.

shift_no DOUBLE
Shift number for the bus's
driver.

driver_no DOUBLE
Driver identification for
number.

prescribed VARCHAR(4096)
The direction on the motorway
(into Sydney or out of
Sydney).

highway DOUBLE Highway number

gps VARCHAR
GPS information with latitude,
longitude, and bearing in
JSON format.

If you are running s-Server on a local machine, you can start the script by opening a terminal
and entering the following:

/opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server/demo/data/buses/StreamXmlBusData.sh

 Creating a Foreign Stream to Connect with a Log File

The most important concept for Streaming SQL is the stream. A stream is a continually
updating data object. A stream is like a table with no end, but that begins when the stream
was established. As s-Server intakes information, new rows are continually added to the
stream.

When you run a SELECT query on a conventional database table, the query iterates through
the result set until there are no more rows to return. But when you run a SELECT query on an
s-Server stream, there's no end of rows. Instead, the "get next row" call continues to run in s-
Server until the statement is closed by the client application. In complex systems, this open-
ended SELECT needs to be managed in order to maximize performance. Here, though, we
can just let it run.
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Streams can be written to by multiple writers and read from by multiple readers.

The following code block creates a stream that references a prebuilt server object
FILE_SERVER. This object contains the basic information that s-Server needs to connect to
a data source, which in this case is a log file on a local machine. The stream is a virtual
object with the columns listed below. When you query the stream, it splits the queried log file
into columns based on the separator.

Enter the following code into the SQLline prompt. This code first creates and sets a schema
for the foreign stream, sets up columns for the stream, and defines options for connecting to
the file.

All streams must be created within schemas. A schema lets you logically group s-Server
objects, such as streams, tables, views, and pumps.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Buses_Schema";

SET SCHEMA '"Buses_Schema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "buses"

(

   "id" BIGINT, --Identification number for the bus.

   "reported_at" VARCHAR(32), --Time location was reported.

   "speed" INTEGER, --Reported speed of bus.

   "driver_no" BIGINT, --Driver identification for reported bus

   "prescribed" BOOLEAN, --The direction on the motorway,                          

                         --(into Sydney or out of Sydney).

   "gps" VARCHAR(128), --gps information in JSON: lat, lon, bearing

   "highway" VARCHAR(8) --Highway number, if available.

)

SERVER FILE_SERVER

OPTIONS (

  CHARACTER_ENCODING 'UTF-8',

  DIRECTORY '/tmp',

  FILENAME_PATTERN 'buses\.log',

  PARSER 'XML',

  PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS '/Table1',

  PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIBUTES 'false'

)

DESCRIPTION 'reads streaming data from buses.log'

;

Let's look at the options defined above. Some of these options tell s-Server how to connect to
the log file, including the directory, pattern for the file, and data type for the file (indicated by
parser, which is XML in this case).

http://localhost:1313/glossary/schema/
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name Value Explanation

CHARACTER_ENCODING UTF-8 Character set for data

DIRECTORY /tmp
Tells s-Server where the file
resides.

FILENAME_PATTERN buses\.log
Tells s-Server what to look for
in the directory in which the
file resides.

PARSER XML
Tells s-Server "parse this data
as XML"

You can see a full list of options for reading from the file system below.

Reading Options for File System (Click to Expand)

Two additional options to tell s-Studio how to read the XML data in the streaming source. This
data looks as follows:

<Table1><id>50116195532</id><reported_at>2014-07-23T20:51:58.547</reported_at><speed>0</speed><driver_no>160019</driver_no><prescribed>false</prescribed><highway/><gps>{ "lat": -33.530784606933594, "lon": 150.87783813476562, "bearing": "bearing": 0}</gps></Table1>

The top-level XML tag that we want to parse is called Table1. You indicate the top-level XML
tag with an option called PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS.

To do so, we use two additional options:

name Value Explanation

PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS /Table1
Tells s-Server "parse XML
tags under /Table1"

PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIB
UTES

false
Tells s-Server "ignore XML tag
attributes"

Once the stream is created, you can query it as you would a table.

To do so, open another SQLline terminal and enter the following code:

SELECT STREAM * from "buses";

Note that the query uses the STREAM keyword. You need to use this keyword whenever you
query a stream. We will use the STREAM keyword throughout the rest of this tutorial.
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Creating a View on the Foreign Stream

Now that we've created a foreign stream, we want to perform a basic calculation on this
stream. To do so, well create a new object called a view.

Views are reusable definitions of queries. Every view contains a SELECT statement that
reads from one or more streams or tables. Views, then, work as proxies for streams. They
provide a flexible, easy-to-modify way to work with streaming data. You can query views
themselves, and a query on a view automatically retrieves data from the stream or streams
queried by the view. As an s-Server developer, you will do much of the work of cleaning,
analyzing, and routing data through views.

Because you can create views linked to one another with SELECT statements, you can use
views to create pipelines, linked SQL objects that perform some analytic task. If you have
used StreamLab, and viewed the SQL generated by pipeline guides, you may have noticed
that pipeline guides consist mostly of interlinked views. It's also the case that multiple views
can query the same stream or view. This allows you to fork pipelines.

While views contain queries, data will not flow in s-Server until you run an active SELECT on
either the view itself or on a view that SELECTs this view downstream in the pipeline.

Views take the general form CREATE VIEW AS <SELECT STATEMENT>.

The SQL statement below, for example, does a simple filtering of the "buses" stream that we
created above, selecting only the columns id and speed.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Buses_Schema"."View" AS

--the SELECT statement below defines the view.

    SELECT STREAM "id","speed"

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses" AS "input";

When you use views, you can take advantage of all the power of a SELECT statement. So,
for example, if you want to select only rows that have speeds greater than 0, you can use the
WHERE clause.

The WHERE clause extracts records that meet a specified condition. The condition can be a
numeric or string comparison, as in the following examples

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Employee='Bob';

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Customer_Type=1;

SELECT STREAM FROM Sales WHERE Customer_Type<1;
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Here, we'll apply the WHERE clause to the "speeders" column, in order to limit results to
those buses going faster than 0 km/hour. That way, we filter out buses that are stopped, so
that these do not skew calculations such as average speed.

Enter the following in SQLline:

CREATE VIEW "moving_buses" AS

SELECT STREAM * FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses" where "speed" > 0;

This tells s-Server, "get me all of the columns in a stream called buses in a schema called
Buses_Schema where the column speed is greater than 0."

Working with ROWTIME

In working with streaming data, you need to be aware of what time data arrives. Because
streams continually update, and may update from multiple sources, time is an important
concept in Streaming SQL. Time in streams is monotonic, meaning it always goes forward.

Promoting a Column to Rowtime

This monotonically increasing time is tracked as a column value called ROWTIME. By
default, ROWTIME is the time a row enters the stream, though you can also configure the
system to assign this value to a time generated by the data source.

This will help you produce meaningful analysis about this data. Every streaming row carries a
time value called a rowtime, implemented as a column in every row. The rowtime for newly
arriving rows cannot be less than the rowtime for previously received rows (though it can be
equal to the rowtime of the current row).

Rowtimes can be implicit or explicit.

Implicit rowtimes are established by the "arrival time" of the row: the time that s-Server
receives the row. Even though there is no explicit mention of ROWTIME, it is nevertheless
part of that row:

Explicit rowtimes are provided by a timestamp from the data itself.

Note: When setting an explicit ROWTIME, TIMESTAMP must be monotonically increasing
from the previous TIMESTAMP. If your rowtimes are out of order, you can sort the data using
a time sorting execution object. See T-sorting Stream Input.

In either case, the ROWTIME of the arriving row establishes the current time of the stream,
known as the stream clock.

Here, we can create another VIEW that promotes reported_at to ROWTIME. First, we cast
reported_at as a TIMESTAMP. The CAST function converts one value expression or data type
to another value expression or data type.

Enter the following in SQLline:

http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/select-statement/order-by-clause/#t-sorting-stream-input
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/built-in-functions/cast/
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CREATE VIEW "buses_rowtime_promoted" AS

SELECT STREAM

--casts "reported_at" as TIMESTAMP, promotes "reported_at" as ROWTIME

CAST("reported_at" AS TIMESTAMP) AS ROWTIME,

--other columns for view

"id","speed","driver_no","prescribed","gps","highway"

--this is the view we created in the previous step

FROM "Buses_Schema"."moving_buses";

Using the Parser UDX to Parse JSON out of a Column

When you viewed data flowing, you have probably noticed that the column gps contains
unparsed JSON. While you can often parse data as it enters s-Server, there are times when
you may need to parse data within a stream. This is known as mid-stream parsing.

In order to proceed, we need to parse this data. We can do so using the Parser UDX. The
Parser UDX lets you call one of s-Server's data parsers.

Create a Function to Parse JSON

In order to parse JSON, we need to create a function that calls one of s-Server's predefined
user-defined transforms or UDXs. A user-defined transform returns a set of rows or a stream
of rows. Its input arguments can be scalars or cursors. A cursor is an object representing a
subquery, which the user-defined transform can use to read the subquery results.

Here, we'll use the Parser UDX. The Parser UDX lets you apply one of s-Server's predefined

parsers to a column of data (in this case, the gps column in buses_rowtime_promoted).

Enter the following in SQLline:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "json_parser"

(

  INPUT CURSOR,

  COLUMNNAME VARCHAR(256),

  PARSERCLASSNAME VARCHAR(256),

  OPTIONS CURSOR)

RETURNS TABLE (

   --INPUT is the original stream, entered as a cursor for the function

   INPUT.*,

   --these are the columns that you expect to see in the JSON

   "lat" VARCHAR(1024),

   "lon" VARCHAR(1024),

   "bearing" VARCHAR(1024)

)

SPECIFIC "json_parser"

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

NOT DETERMINISTIC

--this is the name of the class for the UDX

EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.ParserUdx.parseColumn';

http://localhost:1313/analyzing-data/transforming-data-in-s-server/parser-udx/
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/parsing-data
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/reading-data/parsing-data/
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/reading-data/parsing-data/
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Write a View to Read the Parsed JSON

Next, we write a view that references the json_parser function that we just defined.

The view below contains a SELECT statement. Some of the columns in the SELECT
statement come directly from the stream buses_rowtime_promoted. Other columns--those
prefixed with JSON--are the result of the parser UDX running. The prefix "adorns" these
columns, indicating columns that result from changes made by the SELECT statement.

The SELECT statement passes input to the function that we defined above: a CURSOR, the
column to be parsed, the type of parser, and options for the parser.

Enter the following in SQLline:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "buses_json_parsed" AS

SELECT STREAM "id","speed","driver_no","prescribed",

--these columns use the alias "JSON" to indicate that they are columns produced after the SELECT statement runs buses_rowtime_promoted

JSON."lat" AS "lat", JSON."lon" AS "lon", JSON."bearing" AS "bearing","highway"

    FROM STREAM (

    --this is the name of the function that we defined above

    "json_parser"(

    --this is the input for the function (known as INPUT in function definition).

    CURSOR

    (SELECT STREAM * FROM "buses_rowtime_promoted" AS "input"),

    --column from "buses_rowtime_promoted" to be parsed (known as COLUMN in function definition).

    'gps',

    --type for parser (known as PARSERCLASSNAME in function definition).

    'JSON',

    --these are options for the JSON parser (in function definition).

    CURSOR(SELECT * FROM (values '$') AS OPTIONS(ROW_PATH))

        ))

        AS JSON;

Cast Lon, Lat, and Bearing as DOUBLE

In the previous VIEW, we parsed the column gps into the new columns lat, lon, and bearing.
In order for s-Server to work with these columns, we need to tell s-Server their data types.
We can do so using another CAST operation.

Enter the following in SQLline:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "buses_cast_new_columns_integers" AS

    SELECT STREAM "id","speed","driver_no","prescribed", "bearing",

    --the expressions below cast these columns as DOUBLE.

    CAST("lat" AS DOUBLE) AS "lat",

    CAST("lon" AS DOUBLE) AS "lon",

    CAST ("bearing" AS DOUBLE) AS "bearing"

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_json_parsed";
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Filter Out Zero Values for Lat and Lon in SQLline

Next, we want to be sure that our values for lat and lon do not contain any values of 0. To do
so, we can create another view, along the following lines. Note that you can use the AND
keyword with the WHERE clause.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "buses_filtered_lat_lon" AS

SELECT STREAM * FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_cast_new_columns_integers" where "lat" > 0

AND "lon" > 0;

Categorizing speed into Speeding and Normal

Next, we want to set up the column "speed" so that instead of listing numerical speeds, it
categorizes the column into "speeders" and "normal".

To do so, enter the following in SQLline:

CREATE VIEW "speed_categorized" AS

    SELECT STREAM "id",(CASE WHEN "speed" >= 45 THEN 'speeding' ELSE 'normal' END) AS "speed","driver_no","prescribed","lat","lon","bearing"

    FROM "Buses_Schema"."buses_cast_new_columns_integers";

You can test this view by entering the following query:

select stream * from "speed_categorized";

Now that we have promoted a timestamp from the data to ROWTIME, cleaned and prepared
the data, and categorized the speed column into speeding and normal, we are ready to
display data on the speeding buses in a dashboard.

Using s-Dashboard to Show Streaming Data in a Dashboard

Now that you've created a view with speeding buses and their latitude/longitude, you can
create a dashboard to display these buses on a map.

Dashboards are web pages that contain multiple panels, each of which can connect to a
different stream, view, or table. Each panel contains a visualization. These are flexible modes
of viewing your data, including simple tables, points on a map, line plots, bar graphs, area
maps, and so on.

These all use column-row combinations to plot data. Panels can be changed in terms of both
layout and data input. Dashboards will be most useful for streaming data, as you will be able
to see data changing in real time.

The dashboard below shows the bus data in tabular form and bus locations on a map of
Sydney. This is the dashboard that we will create in the steps below.

 By using adjustable panels, s-Dashboard lets you view multiple such objects at once.
Each dashboard can be laid out with multiple panels, in combinations that you can change by
adjusting panel layout.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/completed_dashboard.png
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Creating the Pan and Zoom Map Dashboard

In the following exercise, we'll create a map dashboard. This type of dashboard takes values
for latitude (lat) and longitude (lon) as input, and uses these values to display locations on a
map.

To do so:

1. Open s-dashboard and navigate to http://localhost:5595/dashboards 

2. Click the New Dashboard button.

3. Enter a name for the new dashboard and click Create. 

4. Click the start button to open the new dashboard.

5. Click the Configure Input Preferences button (the gear to the right of

Buses_Schema.speed_categorized) 

6. In the window that opens, you should see "Buses_Schema" available as a schema.

7. Click "Buses_Schema" to expand it. You should see foreign streams and views
listed.

8. Click Views to expand it.

9. Select speed_categorized. 

10.Click Select. You should see data flowing in a table.

http://localhost:5595/dashboards
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-dashboard-panel-select-input-button.png
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-dashboard-select-input-speed-categorized.png
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11.Click the SQLstream icon in the upper right corner and select Enclose in Layout
Frame

 

12.In the Buses_Schema.speed_categorized frame, click the SQLstream icon in the
upper right corner and select Clone Frame, Place Copy After. You should see a
second, identical frame open to the right of the first
Buses_Schema.speed_categorized frame.

13.In the new panel, click the Panel Preferences icon (the gear to the right of View

Stream as a Table:Table). 

14.In the window that opens, click Geographical and 3-D Streams to expand it.

15.Click Pan & Zoom Map to select it and click Select to close the window. A map
opens. You should see activity in Australia.

16.Zoom in on Australia by either clicking the + icon in the upper left hand corner of the
map or using your mouse wheel.

17.Click the SQLstream logo in the upper right corner of the map panel and choose
Input Preferences. In the window that opens, enter the following in the SELECT
template field.

<%= select %> "speed" AS "key","id","lat","lon" FROM <%= from %>

Click Update.

18.Click the gear icon to the right of Geographical and 3-D Streams:Pan & Zoom Map to
open panel preferences.

19.Make the following changes:

o Change diameter formula to 25.

o Change Event Label to /<%= id %/>. This refers to the id column in the
speed_categorized view.

o Add a row to Key Color Map by clicking +. In the first row, enter speeding for key
and change marker to red, leaving circle and trail as none. In the second row,
enter normal for key and change marker to green, leaving circle and trail as none.

20.Click Update You should see a map with red and green markers. Click one of the
markers to see the id for the reported bus.

http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-dashboard-enclose-layout-frame.png
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-dashboard-panel-prefs-button.png
http://localhost:1313/images/ba/s-dashboard-pan-zoom-panel-preferences.png
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4 Tutorial 3: Using a Pump

In the last two tutorials, we imported data into s-Server and applied simple analytics to this
data. Next, we're going to learn to move this data around--from stream to stream, from table
to stream, from stream to table, and so on. Moving data from place to place involves pumps. 

Because of the nature of streaming data--it has to be moving in order for you to work with it--
pumps are a crucial part of programming with s-Server. They let you perform different
analytics on the same data set, "enrich" data using historical data. Above all, they let you
query data at multiple stages in your application.

Eventually, you will develop pipelines with pumps, whereby a series of pumps move data from
stream to stream. For now, we're going to work on making a simple pump to move data from
one stream to another. Then, we'll apply the same skill to moving data from an s-Server
stream to an external database.

In technical terms, a pump is a SQLstream schema object that provides a continuously
running  INSERT INTO stream SELECT ... FROM query functionality. 

Basically, you set up a pump so that it selects data from one source (a stream or table) and
inserts it into a sink (another stream or table). It does so until you stop the pump. It's a good
idea to create pumps stopped (they're created as stopped by default), and then use a
statement called ALTER to start the pump. (When you have multiple pumps, you should start
them all using the same ALTER statement. When you do so, s-Server automatically ensures
that they start in the right order for your application.)

As a source, we're going to use the stream that we set up in the previous tutorial. That stream
was called "buses"."buses_stream".

This stream should still exist in s-Server. To get data flowing into the stream, we also need to
make sure that the Buses demo data generator is running.

Starting the Buses Demo

Open the SQLstream desktop folder and double-click the Stream CSV Bus Data icon. (You
can also use the s-Server Guavus SQLstream cover page, also accessible from this folder.)
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Once you click the application's icon, an information window opens. 

Once you start this data generator, the stream "buses"."buses_stream" should have data
flowing. To test this, open up sqllineClient by double-clicking the sqlLine icon in the
SQLstream desktop folder.

In the terminal window that opens, enter the following line:

select stream * from "buses"."buses_stream";

This tells s-Server "get me every column in the stream buses_stream which is in the schema
buses". 

Note that we have to use the STREAM keyword here because we're selecting data from a
stream. Every time you run a SELECT on a stream in s-Server (or a streaming VIEW), you
need to use this keyword. The keyword tells s-Server that you are querying a stream whose
results go on forever. 

You should see data flowing:
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After you've confirmed that data is flowing, you can close the terminal window.

Creating a Native Stream to Serve as a Destination

The next thing that we're going to do is create a simple native stream--a stream that handles
data within s-Server--that will serve as a sink, or destination, for the pump. 

Double-click the sqlline icon again to open a new terminal window.

We can create a native stream pretty simply. We just do a CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM
statement, give the stream a name and schema (we can use the same "buses" schema that
we used in the previous tutorial), and designate columns for the stream. Here, we'll just add
two columns, "bus" and "time_reported".

Enter the following code into sqlline. You can also open a text editor, enter these lines of code,
and save the file with a .sql file extension. Then you can use the !run command in sqlline to
run the code. This can be easier to debug than entering code directly into sqlline.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "buses"."pump_stream"

(

"bus" VARCHAR(4096),

"time_reported" TIMESTAMP

);

To confirm that this stream has been created, enter the statement 

SELECT STREAM * FROM "buses"."pump_stream";

If you don't get an error, the stream has been created. (You won't see any data in the stream,
because none is there yet.)

Leave this window open with the SELECT statement running. Once we start the pump, we
will see data flowing in this terminal.
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Matching Data

When you pump data from a source stream/table to a target stream/table, you need to make
sure that column data types are compatible. 

For example:

· Columns of type VARCHAR() or CHAR() are compatible with columns with character types,
as well as date and time types.

· Columns of type BIGINT, DOUBLE, INTEGER are compatible with columns with numeric
types .

· Columns of type BOOLEAN are compatible with other BOOLEAN columns only.

If you're creating a new stream, this is often not a problem, as you can simply make sure the
target stream's columns match those of the source stream. If you're pumping data to an
external database table, you will need to make sure the columns in the target database table
also match.

If you try to pump data of the wrong type into a column, data transfer will often fail. For
example, if you try to pump data with nonnumeric characters into a column of type DOUBLE,
the transfer will fail.

Creating the Pump

You create pumps like any other SQL object, using a CREATE statement. Like streams,
pumps need to be created within schemas. The pump below is going to copy data from
"buses"."test" to "buses"."pump_stream". We pick the columns into which we want to copy
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data--in this case, "driver" and "time_reported". Then, we select the columns from which we
want to copy--in this case, "id" and "reported_at".

Open a new sqlline window and enter the following code into sqlline.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "buses"."my-Pump" AS

INSERT INTO "buses"."pump_stream"

    ("driver", "time_reported")

SELECT STREAM 

"id", 

"reported_at" 

FROM  "buses"."test";

By default, pumps are created as stopped. That means when you initially create them, they
don't move any data.

To start the pump, enter the following line:

ALTER PUMP "buses"."my-Pump" START;

Return to the terminal with the SELECT statement running. You should start to see data
flowing in this window.

Now, return to the previous terminal and enter

ALTER PUMP "buses"."my-Pump" STOP;

Observe that data stops flowing in the terminal with the SELECT statement running. That's
because we just stopped the pump.

We've just used a pump to copy data from one streaming stream to stream. As long as data
continues to flow into the first stream, data will also flow in the second stream. Using pumps
is a key part of moving data around in s-Server. They are important because you can only get
query results while data is flowing in a stream.

Another common use for pumps is to move data from a stream into an external database, in
order to archive data. We will cover how to do so in the next section of this tutorial.
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4.1 Use a Pump to Move Data from s-Server into a Database.

Now that you've learned the basics of using a pump, we're going to use a pump to move data
from s-Server to an external database.

Because s-Server does not store data persistently--that is, after it has stopped flowing--you
may want to use an external database to archive data.

Using an interface called SQL/MED, you can access tables in foreign databases as if they
were present in s-Server. These are called foreign tables, and you create them just like any
other stream or table. To tell s-Server how to connect to the external database, you use a
server object. In tutorial #2, we created one of these to pull data into s-Server from a file. This
time, we create a server object with the URL, user name/password, and other information
needed to connect to a Microsoft SQLserver, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Terradata, or
other database.

The following steps describe how to set up a connection to a database, and then create a
pump to move data from s-Server into the database. 

Here, we create a server object with credentials for the external database: url, user name,
password, driver name, and schema. s-Server can only communicate with one database
schema for each server object.

Again, in order to move data into an external database, we need to set up two objects in s-
Server:

1. a server object with connection information for the database.

2. a foreign table that maps to a table in the database.
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Setting Up a Server Object

To create a server object that contains connection information for the database. The
particular credentials here will depend on your database. See your database's administrator if
you do not know these credentials.

The code below creates a serve object for a PostgreSQL database running on a local
machine.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "PostgreSQL_DB_1"

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC"

    OPTIONS (

        "URL" 'jdbc:postgresql://localhost/demo',

        "USER_NAME" 'demo',

        "PASSWORD" 'demo',

        "SCHEMA_NAME" 'public',

        "DIALECT" 'PostgreSQL',

        "pollingInterval" '1000',

        "txInterval" '1000',

        "DRIVER_CLASS" 'org.postgresql.Driver'

    );

Now we're going to set up a foreign table in s-Server, which references this server object. The
foreign table matches a table in the database whose connection we just defined. A foreign
table essentially provides an "interface" to a table in an external database, allowing you to
move data in and out of this table from within s-Server. 

To set up a foreign table in s-Server, use code along the following lines. As with streams and
pumps, we create tables within schemas. The code below first sets the same schema buses
that we've been using all along.

We do need to make sure that if we declare columns for the foreign table, that these columns
have compatible types. For example, if you have a column defined as type DOUBLE in s-
Server, it needs to correspond to a column in the foreign database table with type DOUBLE.

s-Server also give you options to manage how frequently you update the database:

· The first option, TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT, lets you limit update frequency in
terms of time, telling s-Server "wait this number of milliseconds before updating." Here,
we've set this value to 1000, or one second. This means that the database table will be
updated every second.

· The second option, TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT, lets you limit update frequency in terms
of the amount of data to be updated. The default value is 65536/maxSize, where maxSize is
the maximum row size of the input stream. Here, we've set this value to 0. This means that
the database will be updated each second (per TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT)
without regards to the amount of data being updated.

SET SCHEMA '"buses"';

CREATE FOREIGN TABLE "postgres_archive" 

--these are column names for the foreign table as it exists in s-Server

    ("id" double,
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     "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

     "shift_no" DOUBLE,

     "trip_no" DOUBLE)

    SERVER "PostgreSQL_DB_1"

    OPTIONS (

    "SCHEMA_NAME" 'public',

    --this is the table name in the postgres database.

    "TABLE_NAME" 'buses_archive',

    --Amount of data to wait for before committing.

    "TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT" '0',

    --Amount of time to wait between commits.

    "TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT" '1000'

);

Now that we've created the foreign table in s-Server, we can easily move data into the
external base, simply by pumping it into this foreign table.

Here, we're going to create a pump to move data from s-Server into the external database.
This pump will SELECT on the "buses" stream with which we've been working and INSERT
into the foreign table. The effect will be to copy data from the s-Server stream into the external
database table. 

CREATE PUMP "buses"."postgres-pump" AS

INSERT INTO "buses"."postgres_archive"

    ("id", "reported_at", "shift_no", "trip_no")

SELECT STREAM "id", "reported_at", "shift_no", "trip_no"

    FROM "buses"."buses";

Once again, pumps are created as stopped by default. To get data moving, we just need to
execute an ALTER PUMP statement.

ALTER PUMP "buses"."postgres-pump" START;

At this point, your external database table should have data added to the "id", "reported_at",
"shift_no", and "trip_no" columns.

Once you get data into s-Server, pumps are a great way to move data around. In the next
section, we'll learn about the importance of VIEWS in s-Server.

5 Tutorial 4: Using Views

Views are reusable definitions of queries. They are similar to database views, but are compiled once and
continue to process incoming data rows in real time. (Database views are compiled each time the query
is executed.) The diagram at the right is an example of the CREATE VIEW statement that shows its
general structure by example .

As with a database view, you can SELECT from a view. Because the view continues to
process data, the results of SELECT from a view are the same as if the original query were
run. For example, if you created a view to get all products, you might use the following code:

CREATE VIEW all_prod AS SELECT STREAM * FROM products

Later, whenever "all_prod" is invoked, as in 

SELECT STREAM * FROM "all_prod" WHERE CategoryName='Shoes'
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the data from "all_prod" will read as if the original query--SELECT STREAM * FROM
products--were run.

In many respects, streaming views are coded like database views, but 1) they continually
update and 2) SQLstream views can only be selected, not written to.

Usefulness of views

Streaming views are like "macros" and are extremely useful for expanding a complex query in
streaming SQL, more useful than they are in an RDBMS context.

While views are used in RDBMS systems, to implement joins or simplify access to a large
table, they are used in more specific ways in streaming SQL.

Because Guavus s-Server is effective at listening to data at different points in a series of
processing steps, chained views allow you to "listen" (SELECT) to data from one or more
streams, foreign streams or views. Each view can perform filters, transformations, or
analysis, and can produce results for "downstream" listeners. Each named view is then
available for other listeners--internal pipelines or external clients--to SELECT. This allows you
to break down a complex business pipeline into easily understood chunks, which can be
selected at any time.

Examples

The following are simple examples of views. The first example creates and sets a schema
called "WebData," and creates a stream called "OrderData." Both views use "OrderData" as
a source.

Hourly sales totals

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "WebData";

SET SCHEMA '"WebData"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderData" (

"key_order" BIGINT NOT NULL,

"key_user" BIGINT,

"country" SMALLINT,

"key_product" INTEGER,

"quantity" SMALLINT,

"eur" DECIMAL(19,5),

"usd" DECIMAL(19,5)

) DESCRIPTION 'conditioned order data, ready for analysis';

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "HourlyTotals" AS

SELECT STREAM

    COUNT(*) AS "count",

    SUM("eur") AS "EUR",

    SUM("usd") AS "USD"

FROM "OrderData" AS OD

GROUP BY FLOOR(OD.ROWTIME TO HOUR);
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Hourly sales totals by country

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "HourlyTotalsByCountry" AS

SELECT STREAM

    "country",

    COUNT(*) AS "count",

    SUM("eur") AS "EUR",

    SUM("usd") AS "USD"

FROM "OrderData" AS OD

GROUP BY FLOOR(OD.ROWTIME TO HOUR), "country";

6 Introduction to Pipelines

Most s-Server applications are built as pipelines. Pipelines move data from sources (such as
a Kafka topic, or log file, or AMQP messages) to sinks (such as a Kafka topic, an RDBMS
system, or a StreamLab application). Their exact composition will depend on your business
requirements, but they are generally a series of s-Server streams, pumps, source streams,
and sink streams.

Pipelines consist of the following elements:

Pipelin
e
Elemen
t

Explanation

Source
Stream
s

These are streaming read access to third-party platforms, such as the file system,
databases, sockets, Kafka, AMQP, IBM MQ, or Amazon Kinesis. You set these up
by defining a server object and a foreign stream object. Once these are
established, you can use pumps to move data from them into named streams.

Named
Stream
s

These are intermediate tanks in the pipeline that you "fill" by starting a pump. You
can get data from these by running a SELECT query. The key thing about
intermediate streams (tanks) is that the data in them evaporates if there are no
readers hooked up to them. You will often use these to move subsets of data
around, so that such data is available for analytic views.

Views Views are reusable queries. These are often used to cleanse or analyze data.

Pumps Pumps (INSERT macros) are used in s-Server to pass data from one point in a
streaming pipeline to the other. You can think of a pipeline as similar to a plumbing
network. In this model, pumps are like faucets installed on top of a tank (a named
stream). These take water from water processing equipment and push it into the
tank. The processing equipment is assembled on demand based on the description
of the processing (view definition).

Sink
Stream
s or
Tables

These are "tanks" that feed other systems, such as visualization tools or
databases. 
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In developing pipelines, it is generally best practice to create all of these objects within the
same schema. This will let you do things like drop all streams at once, or start all pumps at
once. If you are using sqlline to communicate with s-Server, you could create all of these
items in a single SQL script and then use the !run command to run the script. 

Keeping Pipeline Objects Compatible

In order for data to move through a pipeline, stream columns must always be compatible.
Otherwise, errors might result.
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SQL for Source Streams

A source stream needs information to connect to its source. The code below sets up a server
object for a file accessible through the file system. 

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "BusFileReaderServer"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

OPTIONS (classname 'com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.FileSetColumnSet',

        parser 'CSV',

        character_encoding 'UTF-8',

        separator ',',

        skip_header 'false',

        directory '/tmp',

        filename_pattern 'buses\.log'

);

It then creates a foreign stream that uses this server object to pull data out of the file. The
result is a stream with columns that you can query or pump to a named stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "buses";

SET SCHEMA '"buses"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "buses_stream"

(

"id" DOUBLE, --Identification number for the bus.

"reported_at" TIMESTAMP, --Time location was reported. 

"shift_no" DOUBLE, --Shift number for the bus's driver.

"trip_no" VARCHAR(4096), --Trip number for the bus.

"route_variant_id" VARCHAR(4096), --ID number for bus route.

"waypoint_id" VARCHAR(4096), --ID number for bus waypoint.

"lat" VARCHAR(4096), --Latitude of location.

"lon" VARCHAR(4096), --Longitude of location.

"speed" DOUBLE, --Reported speed of bus.
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"bearing" VARCHAR(4096), --Navigational bearing for bus.

"driver_no" DOUBLE, --Driver identification for number.

)

SERVER "BusFileReaderServer"

--Server created in the previous step. 

--Provides connection information for the log file.

;

SQL for Enriching Data

To enrich data means to take streaming data and use historical data to add information to the
stream. The streaming data from our buses demonstration includes information on buses
longitude and latitude. Using information from a mapping database, we can identify the road
segment for a particular latitude/longitude. 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "ConditionedPositionsWithRoadInfo"

DESCRIPTION 'Vehicle positions and road information' AS

    SELECT STREAM *

        FROM STREAM("roadInfo"(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM VID, "DateTime",

                                                    CAST(NULL AS SMALLINT) AS

"segmentId",

                                                    "vLat", "vLon",

                                                    "Bearing" AS "vBearing",

                                                    "Speed" AS "vSpeed"

                                          FROM "Stage1" WHERE MISSING = 0 AND

                                                              MISMATCH = 0 AND

                                                              BOUNDS = 0),

                               CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "RoadInfoControl"),

                               'road_segments', 'vLat', 'vLon',

                               10000, -- cache

                               false, -- no preload

                               false  -- no fuzzy

                    ));

Analytic View on Data

Here, you use SQL or a UDX to perform some calculation on your data. This might be
calculating a running average, sorting data into groups, calculating frequency distribution,
calculating deviation, and so on. This is the middle of the pipeline, after data has been pulled
into s-Server and before it is visualized or written. Often, you will use views to perform such
analysis. Views are reusable "macros" that 

For example, the SQL below creates a view that identifies speeding buses by testing if speed
is over 75 mph.

CREATE or REPLACE VIEW "buses"."speeders" AS SELECT STREAM * FROM

"buses"."buses_with_rowtime" WHERE "speed" > 75; 

SQL for External Sink

Here, we are creating a server object that connects with an external database.
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CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "PostgreSQL_DB_1"

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC"

    OPTIONS (

        "URL" 'jdbc:postgresql://localhost/demo',

        "USER_NAME" 'demo',

        "PASSWORD" 'demo',

        "SCHEMA_NAME" 'public',

        "DIALECT" 'PostgreSQL',

        "pollingInterval" '1000',

        "txInterval" '1000',

        "DRIVER_CLASS" 'org.postgresql.Driver'

    );

We then create a foreign table that uses this server object. As you move data into this table, it
automatically moves to the defined table in the foreign database.

SET SCHEMA '"buses"';

CREATE FOREIGN TABLE "postgres_archive" 

--these are column names for the foreign table as it exists in s-Server

    ("id" double,

     "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

     "shift_no" DOUBLE,

     "trip_no" DOUBLE)

    SERVER "PostgreSQL_DB_1"

    OPTIONS (

    "SCHEMA_NAME" 'public',

    --this is the table name in the postgres database.

    "TABLE_NAME" 'buses_archive',

    --Amount of data to wait for before committing.

    "TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT" '0',

    --Amount of time to wait between commits.

    "TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT" '1000'

);

Pumps

For all of the above stages, we need to create pumps to move data from stage to stage. Like
streams, views, and tables, you create pumps in schemas. By default, pumps are created as
stopped.

CREATE PUMP "buses"."postgres-pump" AS

INSERT INTO "buses"."postgres_archive"

    ("id", "reported_at", "shift_no", "trip_no")

SELECT STREAM "id", "reported_at", "shift_no", "trip_no"

    FROM "buses"."buses";

Starting Pumps

You can start all pumps in a single schema by using ALTER PUMP yourschema.* START.
This ensures that all pumps are started in what we call topological order. Starting pumps this
way ensures that data will be available for all streams.
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ALTER PUMP "buses".* START;

These sections describes tips for building and troubleshooting application pipelines:

Stream Computing Architecture (SCA) Approach to Organizing SQL

Troubleshooting Streaming SQL

7 Stream Computing Architecture (SCA) Approach to
Organizing SQL

This topic describes how to organize SQL files using directory structures and naming
conventions that best suit stream computing. Stream computing has particular structuring
requirements when it comes to segmenting and organizing SQL, in that data arrives from
sources in various locations in various format, and the same set of data may be leveraged for
multiple business use cases. We recommend building a componentized stream computing
system as described below, in order to provide yourself the most flexibility in data parsing,
enriching, and analyzing. 

Some of the common tasks involved with stream computing include:

· Importing data from a range of sources. These can arrive from log files, a network
feed, an XML file outputted by another application, external databases, and so on.
Usually, each data source consists of one or more SQL files and an s-Server plugin.

· Enriching data. This refers to creating a logical join with other data, often legacy data
in a database. This could be accomplished through a stream-table join or a UDX. For
example, you might have a phone number tracked from a log file that you might join to
existing customer accounts, or a list of known problematic numbers. 

· Performing business logic on data. In many environments, you will apply different
sets of business logic to the same source data. For this reason, it's advantageous to
separate data acquisition from business logic.

· Archiving data. Often, you will want to copy data out of the pipeline into a RDBMS or
other long-term storage system.

Streaming Computing Processors

We use the term "processor" to refer to groups of SQL and plugins devoted to a particular
task or group of tasks. Processors correspond to groups of SQL files that reference both
each other and the plugins required to interface with other systems. Processors and links are
the basic building blocks of a stream computing application. For example, you might have a
source processor with the following files:

· setup.sql. This file would create the schema or schemas for the processor.

· acquire.sql. This file would load and reference adapters and UDXs, such as the
Extendable Common Data Adapter.
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· condition.sql. This file might perform a number of functions to condition data, such as
applying a UDX to apply second-level filtering to acquired data.

· deliver.sql. This file would create views and pumps to make the acquired data
available for other processors.

By building your streaming computing system in this modular way, you can mix and match
your source, feature, and mode processors to acquire, condition, enrich, and archive data
where you need it. This modular approach also lets you swap sources and features in and out
and add data enrichment or archiving.

Design

Each processor node runs its own schema, created by a create.sql file. You might run
multiple processors in a single instance of Guavus s-Server. Between each processor link,
pumps will likely move data from one processor to another. 

A key facet of stream computing design is to keep row types of input/output streams
consistent. These are equivalent to interface definitions in object-oriented methodology. 

Types of Processors

Processors generally fall into three categories: source, feature, and mode.

Source processors often write into streams, using an INSERT statement. This processor
receives data from external sources like log files, databases, TCP sockets, AMQP feeds, and
so on, performs operations like parsing and conditioning (validations, cleansing) and
produces a relational streaming output.

Feature processors primarily use SELECT statements, in that they usually read from
streams instead of writing into them. This processor corresponds to an analytics pipeline to
solve a business problem. Feature processors often aggregate data over time windows
(sliding or otherwise) to  produce results that can be delivered to target systems such as
databases or real-time dashboards. You also might use these results to create a feedback
loop into the real-time application. For example, in a transport system, you might have the
following feature processors:

· Travel Time, which calculates the travel time between two points in a transportation
network.

· Rapid Deceleration of Traffic, which detects rapid deceleration events in a
transportation network by monitoring average speeds over different time windows.

Mode processors might have enrichment, persistence, and action elements. These
combine source processors and feature processors with links among pairs of processors.
Mode processors combine streaming data from multiple processors to address a specific
need in the system. For example, in a transportation system, you might have a mode
processor to address the separate cases of roads, rail network, maritime transportation, and
so on, whereas feature processors tend to work over the entire system. As the name
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suggests, multi-mode processors combine data from multiple mode processors to address
other needs. 

Schema, File, and Processor Naming Conventions

As in object-oriented computing, naming conventions are important in SCA, because proper
naming conventions will allow scripts to find the right SQL files, coders to find the right
schemas, and pumps to start in the proper order.

Schema Names

Each processor (source or feature) will create a schema for all SQLstream objects in it. We
recommend naming the schema using the following format, which uses a source processor
as an example.

"<ProcessorType>_<SourceType>_<SourceFormat>_<version>".

e.g.,  "sp_gps_MinorPlanet_1"

For other Processors,

"<ProcessorType>_<ProcessorName>_<version>"

e.g., "fp_TravelTime_1", "mp_Roads_2"

SQLstream Object Naming Conventions

All SQLstream object names should use quoted CamelCase, as in "listPumps.sql". Each
processor can have one or more input/output streams. Input streams should use an
"_InputStream"  suffix. Likewise, Output streams should use an "_OutputStream" suffix. All
intermediate objects including streams and views which are not intended to be used by other
processors should use a "_private" suffix.

Pump Names

Pumps will use numeric prefixes based on the topological order of pumps in the entire
pipeline.

The following table describes the numeric prefixes to be used for pumps in various
processors.

Processor Type Prefix

Source 800-

Feature 600-

Mode 400-

Multi Mode 200-
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Creating an Order for Pumps

These are done in numerical order so that they can start in order

Organizing Processors in the File System

It's important to organize processors in the file system so that they can be easily found and
easily connected to each other. We recommend the following best practices in file system
organization.

Sample File Tree

A sample file tree for a Stream Computing Architecture (SCA) might look like the following:

+-- server

¦   +-- features

¦   ¦   +-- featureOne

¦   ¦       +-- Enrich

¦   ¦       ¦   +-- analyze.sql

¦   ¦       ¦   +-- deliver.sql

¦   ¦       ¦   +-- package.markdown

¦   ¦       ¦   +-- setup.sql

¦   ¦       +-- Rate

¦   ¦           +-- analyze.sql

¦   ¦           +-- deliver.sql

¦   ¦           +-- package.markdown

¦   ¦           +-- setup.sql

¦   ¦   

¦   +-- modes

¦   ¦   +-- package.markdown

¦   ¦   +-- modeOne

¦   ¦       +-- catalog.sql

¦   ¦       +-- interface.sql

¦   ¦       +-- jndi

¦   ¦       ¦   +-- streamingsolution.mode_1.archive.properties

¦   ¦       +-- package.markdown

¦   ¦       +-- startPumps.sql

¦   ¦       +-- stopPumps.sql

¦   ¦       +-- mode_1.conf

¦   +-- sources

¦   ¦   +-- sourceOne

¦   ¦       +-- acquire.sql

¦   ¦       +-- condition.sql

¦   ¦       +-- deliver.sql

¦   ¦       +-- package.markdown

¦   ¦       +-- setup.sql

¦   +-- utils

¦       +-- deploy.sh

¦       +-- functions.sql

¦       +-- generateCatalog.sh

¦       +-- listPumps.sql

¦       +-- package.markdown

¦       +-- sqldoc.sql

¦       +-- wrappers.sql
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+-- streaming_solution_src.tgz

Directory Tree Explanation

· utils/wrappers.sql  This file will contain definitions for all data wrappers for external
sources such as logfiles and databases.

· utils/functions.sql  This file will contain utility functions and UDXes used by various
processor components.

· utils/src/ This directory tree will be for java source code for UDXes developed by
SQLstream.

· sources/<SourceType>/<SourceFormat>/...  This directory will contain all the
scripts and other files for a source processor. For example, the processor for a GPS
data feed might sit in a directory called server/sources/gps

· features/<FeatureName>. This directory will contain all the scripts and other files for
a feature processor, such as server/features/TravelTime/ or
server/features/FlowFactors

· modes/<modeName>. This directory will contain definition files and scripts to
generate a consolidated catalog of SQL scripts that need to be sourced to deploy the
mode processor.

Contents of a Source/Feature Processor Directory

The directory for a processor will have a subset of the following files.

· setup.sql.  This file creates the schema for the processor. 

· acquire.sql  This file creates the input stream for the processor. For source
processors, this file may create a foreign stream to source data from external
sources. It may also parse comma-separated records into individual column values
using built-in functions such as VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE.

· condition.sql This file contains the validations, filters, and transformations necessary
to condition data from the input stream.

· analyze.sql  This file contains the analytic functions and aggregations which apply
business logic. This file may not be present for source processors.

· deliver.sql Using views and pumps, this file delivers the results of its processing to
other processors through nexuses. As implemented by s-Server native streams,
these nexus points act as defined interfaces for each mode/multi-mode processor.
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Contents of a Mode/Multi-mode Processor directory

The mode processor or a multi-mode processor is primarily a collection of source
processors and feature processors, with optional mode- or multimode-specific features. An
Guavus s-Server instance could host a mode processor or a multi-mode processor. With
distributed capability, each processor may extend itself to run on multiple instances of
Guavus s-Server. The following files will be present in a mode processor directory:

·  interface.sql  This file defines all public streams (nexuses) for passing streaming
results among individual processors. Each processor then may define itself either as
a "publisher" or a "subscriber" for a subset of these streams.

· <processor>.conf  This file will contain all the source/feature processors as well as
links in this mode processor.

Documentation & Comments

In order to generate automatic documentation, we recommend using markDown for inline
comments. You can then generate HTML documentation ("SQLDoc," in the same sense as
"JavaDoc") for each object in the tree, which sits in the same directory as the file tree, as in
the following, which corresponds to the featureOne segment of the file tree above. 

+-- docs

    +-- css

    ¦   +-- reset.css

    ¦   +-- sqldoc.css

    +-- index.html

    +-- server

        +-- features

            +-- featureOne

                +-- Enrich

                    +-- analyze.html

                    +-- deliver.html

                    +-- index.html

                    +-- setup.html

              

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markdown for details.

8 Best Practices

This section covers the following best practices:

· Organizing SQL files for an Implementation

· One Schema vs. Multiple Schemas

· JNDI files vs. Inline OPTIONS

· FOREIGN SERVER OPTIONS vs FOREIGN STREAM OPTIONS

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markdown
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· SQL comments vs. DESCRIPTION

8.1 Organizing .sql files for an implementation

.sql files can be organized to match the acquire/condition, analyze, and deliver sub-pipelines
in an application. Such files can also have built-in interchangeability so that different data
sources can be swapped in and out without requiring alteration of the remainder of the
pipeline. 

8.2 One schema or multiple schemas

You can use schemas to allow the components of a particular feature to be "dropped" cleanly
using a DROP SCHEMA ____ CASCADE command.

8.3 JNDI files vs inline OPTIONS

Best practice is to place credentials (name/pass/URI) for external systems into a JNDI (Java
Naming Directory Interface) properties file, which can be protected with Linux permissions. 

This is much better than having these credentials visible in clear text in the SQL code (foreign
server/stream declarations or UDX call).

8.4 FOREIGN SERVER OPTIONS vs FOREIGN STREAM OPTIONS

A foreign stream can inherit options from its foreign server. In this way, you can create a
foreign server with common options and use it for multiple foreign streams, each of which
would have just the specific options needed for its variant. 

For example, you could configure a foreign server for FileWriter that serves as an XML writer
with default naming convention and rotation settings, then have multiple foreign streams
which vary by target filenames, rotation frequency, and so on.

8.5 SQL comments vs DESCRIPTION

In commenting SQL, it is best to put short summaries for each object in DESCRIPTION
(these are visible in s-Studio).

Longer explanations should be placed in object headers (these are visible in SQLdocs).

9 Troubleshooting Streaming SQL

Streaming SQL is inherently time-based, and several factors determine when results are
emitted. This section describes time-related issues; methods to determine whether results
can be delivered earlier; and corresponding system and query changes.
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Did I write my query wrong?

Let's suppose that you have defined some streams, written some streaming queries, and
started to write records into those streams. But no records are coming out yet. You're
probably wondering: Is the system slow? Did I write the query wrong?

Factors causing delay

Several factors determine when rows are emitted from a query. Guavus s-Server runs in a
correctness mode, which means that it will wait until all of the data necessary to give a
correct answer are available. This form of delay is called inherent delay because it is caused
directly by the SQL semantics or by a business rule requirement. An example is discussed in
the section Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics; additional factors related to
correctness mode are discussed in the Delay due to failures and slow writers section.

Other factors affecting when rows are emitted include the following:

· Data time and Wallclock time

· Delay due to failures and slow writers

· Delays caused by other readers and writers

· System delay

· Time zones

It should be remembered that, with just one exception, SQLstream's queries have nothing to
do with system time, sometimes called wallclock time because it will be the time shown on
the clock on the wall of the data center. The semantics of each query are driven by data time,
that is, the ROWTIME values and rowtime bounds in the streams on which that query
depends. The difference between data time and wallclock time is called wallclock delay, and
time zone differences also relate to wallclock delay, as discussed later at the indicated links.

There are also various kinds of system delay, such as the system running slowly because the
CPU is overloaded or because the network is slow.

Inherent delay due to SQL query semantics

SQLstream's extended SQL contains constructs that allow you to represent delays and time
windows. Those constructs tend to match the business problem being solved, so it is usually
obvious that a query cannot be answered without an inherent delay.

For example, one can write a query that finds all orders that have not shipped within an hour
of being placed. That query cannot output an order placed at 10:00 until 11:00 has arrived
without that order having shipped. The query to find such orders will use a streaming join
between the Orders and Shipments streams and, not coincidentally, the SQL semantics by
which a windowed join generates row timestamps match the business rule.
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We would say that this query has an inherent delay of 1 hour, because the SQL semantics
are implementing a business rule whereby it is impossible to output a row saying that a 10:00
order has not been shipped in time until the Shipments stream has reached 11:00.

Data time and Wallclock time

In examples, all the times are data time, rowtimes, which may be different from wallclock
time. According to data time, it is 10:00 when the Orders stream sends a row (or a rowtime
bound) timestamped 10:00 or later. Typically this will happen very soon after 10:00, of course.
Using NTP (Network Time Protocol) on all computers can ensure that system clocks are
closely synchronized. However, the system will still operate correctly if there is an offset
between clocks.

In general, application data arrives with rowtimes that may bear no resemblance to wallclock
time, although under many real world circumstances, data time lags only slightly behind
wallclock time.

SQLstream's query processing only refers to the system time (wallclock time) in two
places:

· If a record is inserted into a stream without an explicit rowtime, SQLstream's driver
generates a timestamp value using the system clock.

· When a user calls any of the following time functions, it requests the wallclock time
from the SQLstream system:CURRENT_DATE, CURRENT_TIME,
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, LOCALTIME, and
LOCALTIMESTAMP.

Delay due to failures and slow writers

Guavus s-Server's correctness mode of operation makes it easy to write applications that
always produce the right results, even in a complex distributed system with many clients and
servers. But if a producer crashes or goes offline while it is feeding rows into a query, or if it is
just running slowly, then the query will wait for it.

For some applications, correctness mode is exactly what is needed. The query will wait until
the producer catches up. Some applications would rather produce a result that is possibly
incorrect than wait for one or two producers that are running slow.

If the producer is producing data infrequently, it can aid throughput speed and efficiency by
periodically sending a current rowtime bound during a gap in its output rows. Receiving such
a bound can enable waiting processes, happy to know there will be no further data from that
stream earlier than that bound, to release results that have no further dependency on data
with rowtimes up to that bound.

Another solution is for the producer to close its prepared INSERT statement. This tells
SQLstream not to wait for the producer to send rows or rowtime bounds for the query to
make progress. The implication of this strategy is that if the producer wants to rejoin the
query, it will need to send rowtimes at or greater than the high water mark that the query has
reached. Anything less will be rejected as an out-of-order row.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Time_Protocol
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Both of these approaches are described in more detail in the Administrator Guide's
Correctness Mode chapter, where Timeliness mode is discussed.

Delays caused by other readers and writers

Suppose a stream S1 is producing 1 million rows per hour, and there are two processes
reading from it, one of which is only reading 100,000 rows per hour. As time goes by, that one
process falls further and further behind in reading the results sent by the producer.

The SQLstream system can not throw away an output row until it has been read by both
consumers. It can either produce the data, and buffer it until the slower reader is ready for it,
or delay input stream processing until output streams have caught up.

Delaying input stream processing lets the data back up through the system, like traffic
backing up on a freeway. Feeder streams will eventually be prevented from sending records
because their consumer, S1, has allowed its input queues to fill up. A further side-effect is
that as those feeder streams are prevented from writing, any other queries that depend on
those writers will also be forced to wait. S1's delay eventually starves the faster reader,
forcing it to wait because new records are not being generated.

Currently in such a scenario, SQLstream tends to let data back up, because this is more
efficient, at least for small amounts of back up. It saves writing data to disk, and it tends to
smooth out stream processing. This is particularly true for streams that produce rows at
irregular rates, enabling the system work on larger numbers of records at a time, which tends
to be more efficient.

For example, the following diagram shows the gridlock that ensues when there is a slow
reader. Reader 1 is running slowly, and its buffer is full of unread rows (black). Reader 2 is
reading results from same query, but is keeping pace with the query. The join operator cannot
produce more data until reader 1 has read the existing data, so it suspends operation
(blocks).
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There are several effects. First, Reader 2 is starved of more data. Second, the backlog
spreads to the join operator's ancestors: Stream B, Writer 2 and Writer 3 are particularly
affected, and block when their output buffers fill up, Stream A and Writer 1 less so. Third,
because Stream B is unable to make progress, its other descendant, Reader 3, is starved. It
is initially surprising that Reader 3 is affected, since it is neither an ancestor nor a descendant
of Reader 1, the root cause of the backlog. Just like gridlock spreading through a congested
highway network, flow problems can have far-reaching effects. To avoid this, Reader 1 needs
to be re-engineered to run faster - perhaps by partitioning its work across a number of
processes.

System delay

When there is a delay getting results from a system, the first assumption is that this is
because SQLstream is running slowly. Actually, this is rarely the case, because SQLstream
generally processes data very efficiently (much faster than a database, for example).

Depending on hardware specification of the system, a single node SQLstream system can
generally handle tens of thousands of records per second, and/or hundreds of active queries.
Under moderate loads, the system will shift its workload to work more efficiently at the
expense of a slightly increased delay.

System delay can also arise from network traffic. Network latency can occur at various parts
of the system. SQLstream uses TCP/IP for communications with Java clients and within the
system. TCP/IP can have a significant delay, particularly over the Internet or other wide area
networks (WANs), if the network is busy, and over wireless networks where there is radio
interference.

SQLstream's Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) stack organizes rows into batches for efficient
transmission. If there are several open streams, it will combine records from multiple streams
into a single network packet. This batching increases efficiency, but may add a small delay.

Time zones

SQLstream's time semantics, and in particular the TIMESTAMP values held in the ROWTIME
column and passed as rowtime bounds, are consistent with the SQL standard. A timestamp
value has no time zone associated with it. For example, the value TIMESTAMP '2001-01-01
00:00:00' represents the start of the millennium, but interpretation is left to the system
architect.

Time data accessed via JDBC are accessed as Java timestamp values and follow Java data
semantics. A Java java.sql.Timestamp object represents a particular moment in time. It
contains a long (64 bit signed integer) field that represents the number of milliseconds since
January 1st, 1970 UTC. (For example, on any particular day, 6:00AM PST and 9:00AM EST
are the same moment, and both correspond to the same java.sql.Timestamp.)

There is a tension between these notions of time, which system architects generally resolve
by standardizing on UTC as the timezone for the SQLstream system. JDBC clients can
remain in their local timezone. If you read/write data using the JDBC
setTimestamp(Timestamp) and getTimestamp() methods, timestamp values will
automatically be converted (by the java runtime library) to UTC timestamp values. An
alternative design is for the JDBC client to locate itself in the UTC zone; in this case the java
library does no conversion.
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9.1 Using Trace Files to Troubleshoot Streams

SQLstream uses the standard Java logging interface (defined in the package java.util.logging)
to trace execution for debugging purposes. Trace files can let you troubleshoot stream
functioning during development.

Trace files are useful in troubleshooting streams, because they allow you to see when a
stream failed and why. 

s-Server has two trace logs. The first will be the most useful in troubleshooting streams.

Trace.log This is the "master" trace, which includes all trace information for the entire server.
 It is located at /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.propertiesTrace.log

ApplicationTrace.log This contains only trace information relevant to installed application
components (such as plugins, user-defined transforms, and SQL statements). It is located
at /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.propertiesApplicationTrace.log

Console.log. A timestamped console.log is located in /var/log/sqlstream/console.log

Syslog. The syslog for your system may also provide useful information on s-Server.
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